Challenges and Opportunities Subgroup Meeting Minutes

11/11/16 3:15-4:00

Attendance

| ✔ Angela Devore | ✔ Jennifer Mabry | ✔ Mike Biscotte | ✔ Robyn Toran |
| ✔ Anna Devito | ✔ Jerry Kopf | (class) Ned Okie | ✔ Tammy Wallace |
| ✔ Bernard Keen | ✔ Laurie Cubbison | ✔ Paul Ely | TBD (Alumni) |
| ✔ Danny Kemp | ✔ Leslie Daniel | ✔ Richard Bay | TBD (Community) |
| ✔ Deborah Lowe | ✔ Maneesh Thakkar | ✔ Robert Marias |

Charge: This subgroup will produce a white paper by mid-February for use by the other subgroups.

Meetings:

- Next Tuesday, November 15, 10-12 173 Covington (x2508)
- Can bring in outsiders for information
- Recorders will be Anna DeVito and Laurie Cubbison
- Time keepers are Bernard Keen and Robert Marias

Campus Forums – Bonnie Auditorium. Wed Nov 30 & Tuesday Nov 1 open meeting. What do we need to do at the open forum:

- Maybe microphones so people can come up
- Email ahead of time for input
- Come and talk to one of us
- Where are emerging opportunities in careers (and other prompts we might give)
- What kinds of areas we looking for in challenges and opportunities?
- Some may not want to stand up in a group
- Opportunity to reply – sentence to write in response
- MAC –in rec center – tables with a different focus. Or Peters gym—if we want to do focus groups

Ground Rules for our meetings

- Everyone participates.
- Listen to everyone – no wrong answers and no wrong ideas
- The ideas will be evaluated later.
- No long speeches
- Have fun
- Think big picture – outside expertise is allowed
Resources – We will have a One Drive environment for sharing documents.

Do we need a SWOT analysis?

Next meeting brainstorm what are the challenges and opportunities related

We can think of national challenges and local challenges? Why is something a challenge or an opportunity.

The subgroup will not meet during Thanksgiving, but the two weeks afterwards and maybe the week of Jan 9

For Thanksgiving Break, reading assignments will include the materials from the Futures group and the 7-17 strategic plan, as well as Friday’s budget report.